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ABSTRACT
Linear-elastic plane-strain fracture toughness of metallic materials is a
method which covers the determination of the strain fracture toughness
(KIC) of metallic materials by increasing-force test of fatigue precracked
specimens. This method has been applied for investigating the fracture
behaviour of cast iron. Two groups of cast alloys, Compacted Graphite Iron
(CGI) and Spheroidal Graphite Iron (SGI) have been investigated. While
SGI benefits of a wide scientific literature, CGI is a relatively unknown
material despite of its large potentialities in industrial applications.

1. INTRODUCTION
Cast iron is a group of iron-carbon alloys with
carbon content greater than 2 % [1]. The alloy
constituents affect its colour when fractured.
But, more relevantly, these constituents affect
microstructure and final proprieties of the alloy.
According to the microstructure (Fig. 1), the
following families of
cast alloy are
conventionally identified [2]:
 white cast iron
 grey cast iron
 malleable cast iron
 ductile cast iron.

Fig. 1. Example of microstructures.
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Actually, the only cast irons with significant
commercial uses are the grey and the ductile
ones. In fact, most of the production of white
cast iron is intended for a further reprocessing
aimed at obtaining malleable or ductile cast
irons. At the same time, the malleable cast iron is
declining very fast since its processing presents
a higher complexity, not justified by lower
improvements in the mechanical proprieties.
Comparing grey and ductile cast irons, even if
the grey is largely used nowadays, it is manly
limited to “technically pour” applications where
the lowest cost appears one of the main
advantages driving this material selection. On
the contrary, ductile cast iron uses to represent
the “preferable choice” wherever superior
mechanical characteristics are requested.
Several interesting dissertations are available
with the aim at comparing the proprieties [3-5]
or in specific the fields of applicability [6,7] of
these different cast alloys.
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In general, it is possible to summarize reporting
that ductile cast iron offers an incredibly high
mechanical propriety thanks to the spheroidal
shape of graphite in the alloy. Their presence is
so relevant for the final proprieties that this
material is also known worldwide as Spherical
Graphite Iron (SGI) or Nodular cast iron [8].
In was produced for the first time in 1943,
where a ladle addition of magnesium (as a
copper-magnesium alloy) to cast iron was made.
It was noticed that the solidified castings
contained not flakes, but nearly perfect spheres
of graphite. These spheres don’t act as stress
raisers, but as crack arresters offering to the iron
its ductility. This new form of cast iron
immediately found uses where malleable iron,
forgings, cast steel or steel fabrications would
have been used [9].
Technological advantages of SGI are numerous
providing its success [10-12]. They can be
summarized as versatility and higher
performance at lower cost. Other members of
the ferrous casting family may have individual
properties which might make them the material
of choice in some applications, but none have the
versatility of SGI, which often provides the
designer with the best combination of overall
properties (Fig. 2). This versatility is especially
evident in the area of mechanical properties where
Ductile Iron offers the designer the option of
choosing high ductility, with grades guaranteeing
more than 18% elongation, or high strength, with
tensile strengths exceeding 825 MPa.

Fig. 2. Comparing different forms of cast iron.
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Almost in the same period, other specific
modifications in foundry process permitted to
realize the so called Compacted Graphite Iron
(CGI) or Vermicular Graphite Iron. Also in the
case of CGI, its peculiarities are in net relation
with the specific shape of the graphite particles
(Fig. 3). While grey cast iron is characterized by
randomly oriented graphite flakes and in ductile
iron (SGI) graphite exists as individual spheres,
in CGI graphite flakes are randomly oriented and
elongated as in grey iron, but they are shorter,
thicker and with rounded edges, in some aspects
more similarly to SGI [13].

Fig. 3. Microstructure of Compacted Graphite Iron: a)
optical micrograph; b) 3-D shape [14].

But, at least considering the main mechanical
proprieties, CGI appeared significantly inferior
respect to SGI: it is possible to say that SGI is
twice as strong as CGI. And even referring to the
production, the process is more complex than in
the case of CGI, so that the stable production
range for SGI is five times larger. These limits
regarding material and process represent the
reason why, up to now, the CGI has had a very
restricted penetration in the market (Tab. 1).
But several limitations in the use of grey or
ductile cast iron for modern applications are
evident. And, in a future perspective, the
Compacted Graphite Iron can be a valid solution.
Although stronger and easier to produce respect
to CGI, the choice between grey and ductile iron
forced designers to select from either end of the
cast iron spectrum: grey iron with good
castability, machinability, damping capacity and
thermal conductivity; or, ductile iron with good
strength and stiffness. But, most applications
required a compromise. With better strength and
stiffness than grey iron, and better castability,
machinability and thermal conductivity than
ductile iron, CGI is ideal for components with
simultaneous mechanical and thermal loading,
such as cylinder blocks and heads [15].
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Table 1. Typical properties of grey, compacted and
ductile cast irons [13,16,17].
Propriety
Tensile Strength
Elastic Modulus
Elongation
Thermal Conductivity
Damping Capacity
R-B Fatigue
Hardness

MPa
GPa
%
W/mK
MPa
BHN

Grey
250
105
0
48
1
110
190

CGI
450
145
1.5
37
0.35
200
230

SGI
750
160
5
28
0.22
250
235

For the sake of completeness, it is possible to
report that grey, spheroidal or white cast irons
can present interesting changes in proprieties
when their alloys are “powered” including
elements, such as nickel, molybdenum, silicon,
chromium, or copper, with more than 3 % as
concentration. For instance, including these
specific element in the alloy, it is possible to
enlarge the applicability of cast iron even to
include special cases, where high resistance to
deformations [18], wear [19], corrosion [20],
oxidation or to temperatures are required.
Moreover, changing the compositions, the alloys
can be particularly suitable for castings which
have to be in contact with sea water, oils, acids
or salts, for the chemical industry, oil industry,
food industry or shipbuilding [21-23].

involve about 30 % of ferrous scrap and a cupola
furnace, was also checked.
Regarding the additives, in the case of SGI
castings, before the pouring, the melt (with a
sulphur content lower than 0.01% wt.) was
inoculated by adding ferrosilicon alloys and
modified with Fe-Si-Mg master alloys. In the
production of CGI castings also Ti was added. In
all cases, the pouring temperature was 1400°C.
A specific thermal analysis provided immediate
feedbacks reporting the chemical composition of
melting alloy after the inoculation of additives
(Fig 4). This in-process test permits a constant
regulation on additives and a better control on
the final composition.
A deeper analysis, using optical and scanning
electron microscopy (Fig. 5), was also carried
out according to ASTM A247 [26].
Table 2 reports the chemical compositions of
specimens and gives evidence of the different in
microstructures between the two materials.

2. MATERIALS
In this investigation, 14 specimens were tested.
The specimens were extracted from CGI and SGI
green sand cast plates taken from two different
production batches.
Specifically, during the first part of specimens’
production, a plate in SGI and, just later, a plate
in CGI were casted. They were realized inside
the same process and using, as base, the same
melting alloy, but modifying the composition by
inclusion of additives. In practice, specific and
different additives were directly introduced in
the furnace to produce SGI or CG [24,25].
Six weeks later, the same process was
implemented with the aim at realising a second
set of specimens.
Special attentions were adopted to keep the
same operative conditions utilized in the
previous stage of production. In this way, the
repeatability of the melting process, that uses to

Fig. 4. Sample taking from ladle permitting a thermal
analysis with the aim at obtaining the chemical
composition of alloy after the inoculation of additives
(Courtesy SCM Group).
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Table 2. Chemical composition for 1st and 2nd batch specimens.
Elements
SGI (1st batch)
SGI (2nd batch)
CGI (1st batch)
CGI (2nd batch)

C
3.66
3.63
3.68
3.63

Si
2.6
2.65
2.67
2.57

Mn
0.218
0.276
0.215
0.272

P
0.032
0.036
0.029
0.034

S
0.004
0.002
0.007
0.005

Ni
0.069
0.06
0.068
0.06

Cr
0.062
0.083
0.061
0.082

a

b

c

d

Cu
0.052
0.077
0.05
0.075

Mg
0.055
0.049
0.014
0.012

Sn
0.013
0.011
0.013
0.011

Ti
0.034
0.033
0.073
0.074

Al
0.011
0.011
0.01
0.011

Fig. 5. OM micrographs after Nital etching of: 1st batch SGI specimen (a); 1st batch CGI specimen (b); 2nd batch
SGI specimen (c); 2nd batch CGI specimen (d). Graphite nodules and worms (black), ferrite islands (white) and
perlite (grey) are evident.

3. METHODS
Fracture Toughness Testing measures the conditions
under which an existing crack in a material will
extend. Fracture toughness is an important material
property in design applications since the occurrence
of flaws is not completely avoidable. Flaws may
appear as cracks, voids, inclusions, weld defects or
design discontinuities. The Fracture Toughness Test
is also valuable in determining whether there is a
danger of component failure when a flaw is
discovered in an existing structure. In the current
experiment, tests were realized in accordance with
ASTM E399 and ASTM E1820. Both standards are
largely used in testing Fracture Toughness. Both of
4

them requires a precisely machined specimen,
prepared with an EDM notch, and a specific
equipment for bending tests.
On the contrary, these standards present
relevant differences especially in the way of
application of loads:
 ASTM E399 applies a continuously
increasing load to the specimen and
determines KIC [27].
 ASTM E1820 applies a rising load with
periodic partial unloading, measure the
instantaneous crack length, providing KIC,
KJIC and JIC [28].
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Crack-Tip Opening Displacement (CTOD) is also
available from the data analysis. According to
these standards and large part of the technical
literature [29], the stress-intensity factor,
namely “K”, is used to characterize the fracture
toughness of linear elastic materials, which are
typically high strength materials that fail in a
brittle manner. The “J” integral describes elasticplastic fracture toughness in more ductile
materials which are better able to deform and
resist crack growth under load. A Roman
numeral subscript added to “K” and “J” indicates
which of the three modes of fracture is used in
the test. Mode I fracture is most common and is
the condition in which a tensile load is applied
normal to the direction of the crack plane. When
a cracked material under Mode I plane-strain
conditions reaches a critical value, denoted as
KIC or JIC, the crack will begin to grow.
Inside these standards it is possible to find the
general recommendations and requirements for
KIC testing. In their annexes specific information
is also available on specimens (Fig. 6) and
specimen configurations, displacement gage,
loading fixture design (Fig. 7), together with a
detailed procedure for fatigue pre-cracking.
When materials behaves in a linear elastic
manner prior to failure, such that the plastic
zone is small compared to specimen dimensions,
a critical value of the stress intensity factor, KIC ,
may be an appropriate fracture parameter.

4. TESTS
Fracture Toughness tests were performed on N.
14 specimens (Fig. 8). The bending force was
increased until the specimens could not sustain
further increase in load. This value is PMAX.
The loading rate was chosen saving a condition
of quasi-static tests: the rate of increase of
stress-intensity factor in specimens was around
2 MPa√m/s during the initial elastic
displacement. The standard permitted to
evaluate the loading rate corresponding to this
upper limit in the stress-intensity factor rate.
It was also verified that the plane of the fatigue
precrack and subsequent 2 % crack extension
(in the central flat fracture area; that is,
excluding surface shear lips) was parallel to the
plane of the starter notch to ±10°. Adding, there
was no evidence of multiple cracks.

Fig. 6. Bend specimen with an EDM notch (ASTM 399).

Fig. 8. specimen after breaking.

Fig. 7. Bend test fixture design (ASTM 399).

The force, PQ, at a 5 % secant offset from the
initial slope, corresponding to about 2.0 %
apparent crack extension, was established by a
specified deviation from the linear portion of
each graph (Fig. 9). The value of KIC was
calculated from this force using specific
parameterized equations (see below).
5
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data. In particular, the ASTM E813 standard
outlines a test method for estimating the critical
Resistant Curve, J, near initiation of ductile crack
growth [30]. It divides J into elastic and plastic
components and considers: J = Jel + Jpl

𝐽𝑒𝑙 =

𝐾2 (1−𝜈2 )
𝐸

𝐽𝑝𝑙 =

2𝐴𝑝𝑙
𝐵𝑏0

(2)
(3)

where K, E, v represent materials proprieties, B,
b0 represent dimensions of specimens and 𝐴𝑝𝑙
area is shown in Fig. 11.
Fig. 9. Method for analysis of load vs displacement
graph (while PQ is visible, 5 % secant line not shown).

In each test, a curve representing loads vs
displacements was evaluated and used to
substantiate
the
validity
of
the
KIC
determination. This method passes by the
evaluation of the “conditional result”, KQ , that
determines whether the result is consistent with
the size and yield strength of the specimen.
Between the other conditions for the correct
application of ASTM E399, the ratio PMAX/PQ has
not to exceed the value of 1,10, as recorded, for
instance, in the case of specimen 68 (Fig. 10).
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥

⁄𝑃 =
𝑄

19800
18800

= 1.05 < 1.1

(1)

In this case, KQ and KIC could be coincident.

Fig. 11. Procedure for J calculation (ASTM E813)

The application of ASTM E1820 and ASTM E813,
as shown in Fig. 12, is mandatory, for instance,
for specimen 29 considering that, in this case:
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥

14795

⁄𝑃 = 10343 = 1.43 > 1.1
𝑄

(4)

Fig. 12. Procedure for J calculation (ASTM E1820).
Fig. 10. Procedure for obtaining PQ (ASTM E1820)

Otherwise, ASTM E1820 with rising loads and
periodic partial unloading has to be preferred.
When ASTM E1820 is used, two ASTM standards
currently address the evaluation of experimental
6

It is noteworthy that, in this investigation,
specimens represented 4 different groups
(exactly SGI or CGI and 1st or 2nd batch). Each
group has a consistency between 3 and 5
samples, not permitting the general coincidence
between KQ and KIC over the groups,
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independently by specific value assumed for
each specimen by the ratio PMAX/PQ.

then is:

As a consequence, KQ instead of KIC was
evaluated, while criteria from both ASTM 399 or
1820 were used during the analysis.

The overall representation of these dimensional
parameters in a cracked sample is reported in
Fig 13.

a = aavrg. + ainitial

(3)

5. PARAMETERS
Without entering in details of formula used for
the estimation of the fracture toughness by ASTM
399 or 1820, it is convenient to highlight that
measurements essential to the calculation of KQ
(or KIC) and Vm (CTOD) are specimen thickness B,
crack size a, and width W.
Accordingly to the standards, Thickness [B] was
measured before testing to the nearest 0.03 mm
or to 0.1 % whichever is larger. For plain-sided
specimens, B was measured adjacent the notch.
Width [W] was measured, in conformance with
the procedure appropriate to the specimen
configuration, to the nearest 0.03 mm or to 0.1 %
whichever is larger, at not less than three
positions near the notch location, and the
average value recorded. Specimen crack size [a]
was measured after fracture to the nearest 0.5 %
at mid-thickness and the two quarter-thickness
points.
The
average
of
these
three
measurements was taken as the crack size, a.
The difference between any two of the three
crack size measurements was checked and
verified as not exceeding 10 % of the average.
The crack size was measured also at each
surface. For the straight-through notch starter
configuration, no part of the crack front was
closer to the machined starter notch than
0.025W or 1.3 mm, whichever was larger,
furthermore, neither surface crack size
measurement was differ from the average crack
size by more than 15 % and their difference did
not exceed 10 % of the average crack size.
These relations were used:

where:

ainitial =a0

(5)

aavrg. = (a1 1/4 + a2 ¼ + a 1/2)/3

(6)

a1 1/4 = crack size at the ¼ distance from
the left side
a2 1/4 = crack size at the ¼ distance from
the right side
a 1/2 = crack size at the ½ distance

Fig. 13. One specimen after breaking

6. RESULTS
The
Linear-elastic
plane-strain
fracture
toughness of specimens in SGI and CGI is
reported, respectively, in Tab. 3 and 4 in terms
of KQ [MPa√m] and Vm [mm].
KQ and Vm are also graphically exposed in Fig. 14
showing the way these values are grouped in
respect of alloy and batch. Even if experiments
reported a slight variability in measures
between the 1st and 2st batch, (for instance,
around 25 % for KQ and 30 % for Vm in the case
of SGI), several general considerations are
possible.
Table 3. Fracture Toughness of SGI.
SGI (Spheroidal Graphite Iron)
Specimen

KQ [MPa√m]

Vm [mm]

spec. 68

52.3

24.536

spec. 72

33.9

19.431

spec. 73

46.3

26.509

Average

44.2

23.492

St.Dev.

9.37

3.653

spec. 158

35.6

29.965

spec. 161

33.6

30.807

spec. 163

36.3

30.132

Average

35.2

30.301

St.Dev.

1.4

0.446
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a reason for the CGI lower ductility and different
plastic behaviour. An additional explanation can
be found in the different hardness respect to SGI
due to the dissimilar perlitic fractions of the
matrices of the two materials. These evaluations
are in accordance with [32].

Table 4. Fracture Toughness of CGI.
CGI (Compacted Graphite Iron)
Specimen

KQ [MPa√m]

Vm [mm]

spec. 27

28.8

19.745

spec. 28

27.9

20.813

spec. 29

31.8

17.893

Average

29.5

19.483

St.Dev.

2.04

1.47

spec. 111

23.6

21.828

spec. 113

22.7

21.592

spec. 114

22.4

15.832

spec. 115

23.4

18.426

spec. 117

22.6

19.503

Average:

22.9

19.436

St. Dev:

0.53

2.469

a

35
30

[mm]

20

Vm

25

15

CGI

10

5
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

KQ [MPa√m]

b

Fig. 14. Fracture Toughness of SGI and CGI in terms
of KQ [MPa√m] and Vm [mm].

SGI presents, respect to CGI, a superior ability to
resist fracture as expressed by the higher values
of the stress intensity factors (KQ) at which a
crack begins to grow (also reported by [31]).
This propriety can be also referred by the higher
values in the plastic-elastic energy required to
grow a crack (JIC). But, it also means that SGI
undergoes to ductile fracture (instead of a brittle
one), in line with higher values in the Crack-Tip
Opening Displacement (Vm).
In Fig 15 the fracture surfaces of both cast irons
are reported by SEM micrographs. It is clear how
cleavage is the dominant fracture mechanism. At
the same time, CGI showed higher decohesion at
the matrix-graphite interface resulting in lower
ductility. In fact, in CGI specimens, cleavage
planes are wider and with very high decohesion
at the matrix-graphite interface. It can be seen as

8

Fig. 15. High magnification SEM micrographs on the
fracture surfaces of SGI (a) and CGI (b) specimens.

Referring to the modification of mechanical
proprieties between different lots of production,
it is evident how, while CGI seemed to preserve a
very similar behaviour, SGI proved a larger
variability. It can be explained by the dissimilar
microstructure of specimens. Besides the same
grade of nodularity, due to a similar Mg content
inoculated in the alloy (Tab. 3), specimens
extracted from SGI 1st batch were characterised
(respect to the 2nd batch) by a lower graphite
content, a slightly higher nodule density and a
lower average nodule area. Furthermore, they
seems to have higher content of perlite and
lower of ferrite. This difference is due to small
changes in the chemical compositions of the two
batches of SGI with impact even on hardness.
These considerations are also in line with [33].
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7. CONCLUSION
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Spheroidal Graphite Iron (SGI) and Compacted
Graphite Iron (CGI). SGI is largely known, both at
the scientific levels and industrial use. Besides,
CGI is a relatively unused and unknown material
since its mechanical proprieties are positioned
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less performing white, grey and malleable iron.
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